April 28, 2020
Sent Via: E-mail and posted on City website

ADDENDUM # 1
TO PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR:

N 1st STREET IMPROVEMENTS PROJECT

To all plan holders:

The plans and specifications on the above referenced project shall be changed as follows:

PLANS - Remove D.1 and Replace with D.2 that is attached

THIS ADDENDUM #1 SHALL BE ACKNOWLEDGED WITH THE BIDDERS’S PROPOSAL.

Tony Trotter, PE
City Engineer
ADDENDUM #1 - JOINT REINFORCEMENT

- All transverse jointing shall be 'CD' joints except at connections to existing roadway pavements.
- Connection to Hawkeye Avenue shall be a 'RD' joint.
- Connection at the south end shall be a 'B' joint.
- The centerline longitudinal joint shall be a 'BT-2' joint due to paving the street half width at a time.
- The longitudinal joint along the connection to the existing curb and gutter section along the east side shall be a 'BT-3' joint.
- The remaining longitudinal joints shall be "L-2" Joints.